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An array of fabricated U-shaped split-ring resonators shows a profound
response to the magnetic field of light incident normal to the sample.
Metamaterials are defined as an array of artificial subwavelength structures that frequently show unique optical behavior not found in nature.1, 2 Composites of these materials made
with split-ring resonators (SRRs) have attracted wide attention
owing to a number of extraordinary properties, including optical chirality,3 negative index of refraction,4 and optical spectrum
manipulability.5 Metamaterials have application as nanorulers,6
luminescence enhancement,7 and ultrafast optical switches.8
The ability of SRRs to induce negative refraction was first studied in the microwave region in 2000.9 Since 2005, interest in them
has extended to the optical frequency region to make the technology more broadly applicable.10
Despite their obvious appeal, fabrication of these structures in
3D presents significant challenges because of their limited spatial resolution. Consequently, to date most U-shaped SRRs (a
configuration conducive to magnetic plasmon resonance) have
been made in planar or multilayered form, some of which are
3D but on the scale of microns. One way to excite the magnetic
plasmon resonance of planar SRRs requires applying off-normal
incident light possessing the required magnetic vector field
component.
To overcome these issues, we successfully constructed a photonic metamaterial by e-beam lithography using a precise alignment technique (under 10nm misalignment). The metamaterial
consisted of an array of vertical (3D) U-shaped gold SRRs
on the nanometer scale (nanorings). We then studied their
optical properties both experimentally and using numerical
simulations (see Figure 1).11, 12 A special feature of our structures is that their magnetic plasmon resonance can be excited

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram showing the feature size of the splitring resonator (SRR) structure. L1 D 110nm, H1 D 30nm, H2 D 30nm,
W2 D 40nm, W1 D 40nm, P D 200nm, respectively. The period P is
200nm in both the x and y directions. The vector kE denotes the direction
of incident light. (b) Scanning electron microscope image of a small
region of the fabricated sample. L: Length. W: Width. H: Height.

simultaneously by the electric and magnetic fields of normally
incident light, providing a rich response. Electromagnetic resonance modes in 3D SRR structures have been little studied to
date. Consequently, we focused our investigations on both the
magnetic and bi-anisotropic magneto-electric susceptibilities of
our built structures.
Figure 2 shows measured and simulated transmission spectra
through the sample described in Figure 1. As expected, when illuminated by y-polarized light, the magnetic plasmon resonance
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Figure 2. Experimental (a) and finite-element simulation (b) transmission spectra for x-polarized illumination (the purple curve) and
E Direction of the electric
y-polarized illumination (the green curve). E:
field.

of the 3D nanorings cannot be excited, and experiments as well
as simulations show the transmission spectra to be nearly flat.
In contrast, the nanorings exhibit significant optical response to
x-polarized incident light, resulting in a pronounced dip in the
transmission spectrum at a wavelength of 850nm. This resonant
mode results from a ringlike current flowing on the surface of
the 3D nanoring shown by finite-element simulation. The mode
represents magnetic plasmon resonance with a magnetic dipole
response that is excited by external light.
We then varied the structural details of the nanorings and carried out simulations to study their transmission spectra. Figure
3(a) shows the simulated spectra for nanorings with L1 (length
of the bottom bar) changed from 110 to 150nm. The resonance
mode (denoted as mode I) shifts to longer wavelengths as L1 increases, as predicted by the standing wave model. Figure 3(b)
shows the evolution of transmission spectra as H2 (height of
the prong) increases. Again, we found a redshift of the resonance mode similar to that in Figure 3(a). We found another resonance at a higher frequency (denoted as mode II) excited by
x-polarized normal-incident light.
Resonance modes I and II show distinct responses to the magnetic field of incident light: see Figure 3(c) and (d). Mode I exhibits an enhanced magnetic field in the hollow of the off-plane
U-shaped ring. In contrast, in mode II the magnetic field line is
pushed outside the two standing prongs and enhanced around
their center. The magnetic fields of modes I and II show parallel and anti-parallel responses to the magnetic field of incident light, respectively. The current distribution at the surface of
the rings—see Figure 3(c) and (d), insets—perfectly explains the
magnetic field patterns illustrated here. For example, in the case
of mode II, a pair of anti-phase currents along the two prongs of
the U-shaped ring—see Figure 3(d), inset—and the flowing current along the bottom result in a destructive magnetic response
at the ring’s center.

Figure 3. Evolution of finite-element simulation transmission spectra for x-polarized illumination on varying the bottom length L1 (a)
and the prong length H2 (b) of the SRR structure. Simulated magnetic
fields in arbitrary units (color-coded) and magnetic field lines (white)
for mode I (c) and mode II (d) of (b). The insets of (c) and (d) show a
side view of the direction of the flowing surface current.

In summary, we fabricated an array of 3D U-shaped SRRs.
Compared with other methods of making such structures, our
approach provides both smaller size and improved resolution.
However, the height of our devices is limited by the thickness of
the resist. We showed that the magnetic response of 3D SRRs can
be excited simultaneously by electric and magnetic fields under
normal incident illumination. In future work, we will investigate the coupling between two or more upright SRRs to generate
complex and functionally dense 3D metamolecules with toroidal
or so-called Fano resonance.
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